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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Coffee Guru Penrith from South Penrith. Currently, there are
16 meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Coffee Guru Penrith:
beautiful clean kiosk style furnished, with generous seating area in the center of southlands shopping centre in
south penrith, maxwell st. eat in or away (under regular conditions, covid is only currently away) large tasting
barista quality coffee, with numerous milk choices, as well as many cold beverage options. excellent delicious

food, everything to very cheap trips. food selection for breakfast, (Crebsenei-Baco... read more. The restaurant
and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. At

Coffee Guru Penrith in South Penrith, tasty Australian dishes are freshly prepared for you with a lot of care and
the authentic ingredients such as bush tomatoes and caviar limes, And of course, you should also try the

scrumptious burgers, with sides such as fries, salads, or wedges provided. Besides simple snacks and sweet
pieces, we also offer cold and hot drinks and cakes, The customers of the restaurant are also thrilled with the

comprehensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment offers.
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